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As you know, Eden Condominiums is a gulf-side, luxury resort on Perdido Key in northwestern
Florida. The condominium was built in multiple stages from the mid 1980’s to 1990’s, so there
were many different balcony door designs utilized in the construction. After hurricane Ivan,
Eden had a number of issues with balcony doors on the gulf side which finally were resolved
with our insurance carrier in late 2010. Once we had the funds available, we searched for the
best doors available on the market.
EAS came to Eden multiple times to review the door design, determine if they had a solution for
us and quoted a competitive price for manufacture and installation. During various meetings on
site, we determined some minor changes to the product for the Eden installation and EAS was
very accommodating.
EAS replaced the doors in the bedrooms and living rooms of 10 units per the contract, on
budget and on time. Eden is very pleased with both the quality of the doors and the quality of
the workmanship down to the finishing touches including matching the interior wall paint colors
in each condo. Our selection of EAS doors was based upon the testing completed by EAS to
assure their hurricane rating, the low threshold access, the robust handle design and the fact
that the rolling elements are at the top, away from sand and dirt. We are recommending EAS
doors and windows to all Eden owners that are considering door replacement and have had
additional owners install EAS doors.
Eden is extremely pleased with the quality of the products and the installation crew. Your crew
conducted themselves in a very professional manner and made fast work of the old door
removal and the installation of the door upgrade. We highly recommend EAS Doors and
Windows, Inc. to anyone looking for the best door solution for areas prone to hurricanes. On
behalf of the Eden Board, Owners and Staff, we thank EAS for a job well done!
As an Owner, I have two condos that have the EAS doors installed and feel that EAS was the
best choice for the job.
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